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Context 

80% reduction in Ontario's GHG emissions requires a replacement or rebuild of almost all capital stock 

and a dramatic shift in activities, requiring mobilization of huge amounts of capital into low-carbon 

infrastructure and activities 

Ontario is the home of the centre of the financial services sector in Canada so that satisfying the capital 

needs referred to above on a profitable basis for Ontario should be a key goal 

Ontario as Green Finance Leader 

Having a carbon exchange located in Southern Ontario takes advantage of Ontario's financial service 

sector strength and permits links between carbon and finance across jurisdictions, an important part of 

making Ontario a "green finance” leader 

Irrevocable offsets can be exchange traded and form the basis for derivatives 

Role of Financial Institutions  

To get large reductions in GHG emissions (including large sequestrations), the systems need to facilitate 

financial institutions playing an important role (as China is doing and as the CDM did, first with the 

World Bank's muscle and later on its own)  

Transactions – Taking Security, Titles, Aggregation, Risk Management etc… 

Clear mechanisms to permit taking security over GHG emission permits facilitate carbon finance; this 

involves clearly stating the nature of an emissions permit in terms translatable into legal categories 

(silence and/or exotic terms like "revocable permit" are not helpful) 

The ability to separate legal and beneficial title to facilitate aggregation of demand and of supply and to 

specifically contemplate and authorize depository and escrow relationships (which involve 3rd parties 

holding emission permits for others) make large transactions more possible 

For liquidity and risk management, derivatives are needed and a regulator knowledgeable about 

securities and commodities transactions is better for this purpose than an environmental regulator 

Facilitating large carbon transactions, particularly involving financing, would be a useful goal in 

structuring the Ontario cap and trade system.  

If you have questions about this memo, or would like more information, contact Gray Taylor at 

gray@graytaylorlaw.com. 
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